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Wednesday, June 21, 2017 
Boulder Arts Commission meeting 
6:00 p.m.  
 
 
 
2017 Operational Grants: Large Organizations Scores and Comments 

 
 
To bolster the sustainability of the community’s cultural organizations, a system of operational grants is a priority 
for the cultural grants program. This system of institutional funding supports the Community Priorities and goals in 
the Community Cultural Plan within the “Support for Cultural Organizations” strategy. Operational grants may be 
used to cover day-to-day activities or ongoing expenses such as administrative salaries, utilities, office supplies, 
technology maintenance, etc., as well as for project costs, technology purchases, and professional development. 
For more information on Operational Grants for Large Organizations please visit: 
https://boulderarts.org/2017grants-program/2017-operational-grants-large-organizations/ 
   
Total Funds: $60,000 
Awards: 3 @ $20,000 for 2 years 
Cycle: *One-time interim cycle 
*Note: This will allow organizations that receive these grants to apply in the 2019 triennial cycle. 
 
The Jury Process 
After reading through background information to understand the organization, the Arts Commission and Jury have 
provided scores on four criteria: Capacity Building, Community Priorities, Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation 
Strategy, and Artistic Excellence. Jury members provide a score of 1-8 for each question. See the rubrics through 
this link for more details: https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Scoring-System.pdf  
 
This document makes known the jury’s preliminary scores and comments. 
The scores for each jury member are added together to establish a preliminary score for the application. There is 
no weighting of individual questions. Those preliminary scores are then averaged across all the jury members to 
establish an averaged preliminary score. It is this average preliminary score that ranks the applications for 
consideration during this meeting. For each grant category, the Arts Commission will establish a threshold score 
(equal to a whole number that is approximately 75% of the maximum possible score) over which an application is 
considered eligible for an award. Please note that meeting the threshold score does not automatically approve an 
application for funding. In addition to providing a score, the commissioners have included questions or comments 
for that score. These are brief statements that describe their thoughts on the answer to the jury question. 
 
During the Boulder Arts Commission meeting 
The Operational Grant: Large Organizations Jury Decision Meeting Process flow chart document has an overview of 
the process that occurs within the meeting. In brief, during the June 21, 2017 meeting, the applicants are given the 
opportunity to provide a three-minute statement to answer the questions raised or further inform the jury panel 
about their applications.  
 
Later in that same meeting, the jury panel will discuss each application and individual jury members may decide to 
change specific scores based on new information you provide during your presentation. Once this rescore is 
complete, the applications are ranked. Any if there is a tie in scoring it will be resolved during the meeting. The 
members of the Boulder Arts Commission will then deliberate on a decision of final approval of the applications 
which will receive a grant.

https://boulderarts.org/2017grants-program/2017-operational-grants-large-organizations/
https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Scoring-System.pdf
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Applicant: Boulder Ballet 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 28.56 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Boulder Ballet's mission is to make dance accessible to all. The organization has identified goals of 
focusing on innovation and growth by shifting unpaid apprentices to an annual stipend, increasing 
one PT staff to FT, and inviting a nationally-renowned choreographer or dancer to work with BB to 
expand Boulder’s exposure to exceptional dance performances. Funding from BAC would help BB 
sustain outreach programs for a broad diversity of the population in schools, senior centers, and 
other civic areas, and would help it emerge as a leader regionally and nationally. BB would use the 
grant to increase growth and visibility, and to serve the community with programming that reaches 
people of all ages, abilities, and financial circumstances. These goals support sustainability, 
innovation, growth, and new community benefits. 

Devin No comments 

Heather How are you addressing recent budget deficits? BAC grant funds are not projected in your 
upcoming FY budget. Will the apprentice salaries you propose be added only on receiving this 
grant? 

Alan expand outreach into diverse communities 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia The application supports the resiliency and sustainability of a cultural,organization that benefits the 
public; supports a creative environment for artists and professionals; and develops Boulder's 
creative identity in becoming a world leader. Ballet is the foundation of most all of the movement 
arts. Boulder Ballet provides excellent training and demonstration of this worldwide art form to the 
Boulder community. In addition it provides students with classical training that supports focus, 
creative thinking, team work and responsibility. The hard work required of a dancer, their dreams 
of dancing professionally and the power of their own creative experiences are nurtured by the 
ballet company. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Boulder Ballet demonstrates that dance contributes to the health, resiliency, and connectedness of 
the community. It contributes to a supportive environment for artists and creative professionals, 
and furthers civic dialogue about self-expression and support for diversity. The organization both 
performs and teaches ballet, bringing this art form to people with special needs, at-risk youth, 
seniors, and others who typically aren't exposed to dance, and offering free or reduced tickets to 
every performance (and also performs Ballet in the Park for free at the Boulder Bandshell). By 
expanding its reach and reputation, Boulder Ballet seeks to enhance Boulder's creative identity, 
creativity in the public realm, and attraction as a cultural destination. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Appreciate the close tying of capacity-building goals to proposed outcomes. How will the work of 
the apprentices and guest choreographer be evaluated? 
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Alan clearly stated and discussed. if expanding outreach into diverse communities with bac money - 
those are generally mentioned in each of the priority narratives. are there particular media or 
cultural brokerage approaches that will be used? 

Alice No comments 

Cindy I love the Gentle Nutcracker concept - brilliant! 

 
 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia Well describes outcomes and evaluation strategie using proven techniques. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen The organization would evaluate success by tracking Inputs (resources/donations), Activities 
(performances/learning opportunities), Outputs (staged productions), and Outcomes (attendance, 
free tickets used, student retention rates, feedback). 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the outcomes don't match up with the capacity building goal of outreaching to diverse 
communities, unless it has to do with counting free tickets. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Boulder Ballet provides an excellent training and performance schedule that served the needs of 
the community to see professional ballet. Reviews support this as well as my own critique at many 
of the performances. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Boulder Ballet's professional dancers are leaders in their art form and are invited to perform in 
other cities around the world, which reflects well on the organization and on Boulder's artistic and 
cultural climate. I especially like the emphasis on pushing boundaries, including people outside of 
traditional ballet standards, and experimenting with contemporary dance and music. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Evidence of artistic excellence provided in staff bios. No attachments address artistic excellence of 
company dancers. 

Alan clearly artistically excellent 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Boulder Ensemble Theatre Company 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 29.43 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Well presented application. 

Tamil The score is compared with other applications. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Within the next two years, BETC intends to hire additional employees and continue moving toward 
competitive salaries and benefits for its current team. Sustainability depends on being able to hire, 
retain, and reward skilled staff, and requires "telling the story of our art through effective 
marketing and community engagement" and developing creative ways to reach diverse new 
audiences. It says the BAC grant would have an immediate impact on the organization’s 
sustainability and resiliency. What are some specific ideas for how you'd use the grant money? 

Devin No comments 

Heather Recused 

Alan expand programming and hire a development director - ties in with the institutional narrative 

Alice Recused 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen BETC supports several key community priorities. It contributes to the resiliency and sustainability of 
cultural organizations through collaborations. BETC hires Colorado-based artists, so its ability to pay 
competitive wages creates a supportive environment for artists and creative professionals by 
contributing to local artist recruitment and retention. BETC has showcased new plays before they 
reach New York and other cities, and thus has enhanced Boulder's creative identity and reputation 
as an incubator for new theater and cultural destination. Its plays often spark civic dialogue. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Recused 

Alan clearly stated - ties in with the institutional narrative 

Alice Recused 

Cindy I love the Gentle Nutcracker concept - brilliant! 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Please provide more specifics about your evaluation system and how you could enhance 
evaluations to improve your organization and the quality of plays. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Recused 

Alan outcomes and evaluation tie in with those stated in the institutional narrative. i like to see some 
numbers in terms of change between one to the next to measure impact. 

Alice Recused 
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Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen BETC's managing director and artistic director have won regional and national recognition, and 
production casts are all Equity professionals. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Recused 

Alan clearly artistically excellent. the applicant goes out of its way to attract qualified artists who are 
also from colorado, and in the case of the artist in residence, the most qualified writer of color who 
is also from colorado. 

Alice Recused 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 29.67 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Although the application was nearly flawless, I was a bit taken aback by the Phil's goal of becoming 
a "true 'centerpiece' of Boulder's cultural community." While there is no question that the Phil is a 
leader in the cultural community I think to claim to be a "central artistic 'nucleus' around which 
many different partners can join in" inflates their ability to serve these other organizations and will 
perhaps concern those who do not fit into this model. Please explain more specifically the vision of 
this goal. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen A BAC grant will allow the Phil to build on the momentum of the past few years, presenting a new 
season with a creative combination of world-renowned artists, regional collaborations, and the 
Colorado premieres of two works by major American composers. The Phil's goals include wanting to 
expand offerings outside of its core classical concert series and to present higher-profile guest 
artists with popular appeal, which contributes to its patronage and financial sustainability. Another 
goal is to become a central artistic "nucleus" around which many different partners can perform, 
allowing Boulder's entire cultural community to reach new heights. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Capacity-building: How are you addressing recent budget deficits? 

Alan i'm a bit unclear as to how the funds will capacity build, other than add money to the administrative 
budget. sounds like the development director job was turned into full time based on a previous 
grant. but is this funding going to create additional outreach to diverse communities via the now 
half time community outreach person. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy The Boulder Phil seems like they are doing all the right things - they have a very robust budget and 
some great sources of revenue. The individual donations seem to be a really healthy portion of their 
budget, their earned revenue is great. I just don't know just how much of an impact this grant will 
make for an organization with such a large budget - one of only 4 organizations in Boulder that are 
SCFD Tier 2. That being said, if they were able to offer more free programming for the community, 
this could be money well spent for the city. Obviously, I think this is a worthy organization, they hit 
all the other areas. I think I just need to be convinced that this grant will make a difference that will 
be noticed by the community of Boulder. 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Applicant impacts most of the priorities. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen The Boulder Phil reaches out to collaborate with other local arts organizations and and helped 
develop Boulder's creative identity and creativity in the public realm by performing at free events 
at the Boulder Public Library, the Dairy Arts Center, in neighborhoods through school programming, 
and through guided musical hikes in cooperation with City of Boulder Open Space. It also 
contributes to civic dialogue, recognizing diversity and the value of the arts in our culture, by 
regularly offering free tickets to concerts at Macky Auditorium to individuals and groups 
representing at-risk youth, seniors, people with disabilities, and others who might not have the 
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opportunity to attend. The Boulder Phil supports 73 local artists and additional professional staff, 
and has put Boulder on the map as a cultural destination with its recent performance at the SHIFT 
festival in Washington DC. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly stated and discussed. in the capacity building narrative, the role of the outreach director 
was specified - how does that role tie into the community priority about the 'authentic expression 
of diversity'? 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia Well thought out plans for evaluation. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen The Phil has evaluates outcomes across a number of indicators. It tracks patron experience (from 
purchasing tickets to attending the concert) through personal phone contacts and online surveys. It 
assesses artistic excellence of performances through ongoing reviews by the Artistic Committee 
and the Music Director, as well as media attention and critical reviews. It also conducts online 
audience surveys, monitors ticket sales data, and evaluates patron support trends with our 
individual, corporate, government and foundation donors. It engages focus groups and gauges 
success with media coverage, competitive grants awards, and critical reviews. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Outcomes and evaluation: teacher liaison is a great idea clearly helping with assessment. 

Alan high level evaluation discussion. i find it interesting that the outcomes mentioned to die back to the 
goals of program, collaboration and inclusion mentioned in the institutional narrative. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia No question the Phil builds upon its own excellence every year. I applaud venturing out of Boulder 
to increase audiences as necessary and beneficial. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen The Boulder Philharmonic's director Michael Butterman and the orchestra represent the highest 
level of musicianship in the Rocky Mountain region. The Phil’s imaginative programming has 
resulted in increasing numbers of season subscribers and sold-out concerts, along with nationwide 
recognition in The New York Times, The New Yorker, The Washington Post, and other publications, 
and competitive awards from the National Endowment for the Arts and New Music USA. 

Devin No comments 

Heather National SHIFT Festival participation and various regional/ national recognition and honors. 

Alan clearly artistically excellent 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Colorado Music Festival & Center for Musical Arts 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 28.78 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil Scores in comparison with other applications 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen A BAC general operating grant would help to bolster strategic marketing as it moves to the next 
phase of expanding branding efforts and creating a detailed timeline and institutional marketing 
strategy that projects a cohesive identity, continuously builds momentum throughout the year, and 
targets a more diverse audience. It would also provide a substantial operating cash buffer as an 
important step toward overall sustainability, allowing the organization to take risks on new and 
innovative programming. Could you provide specific ideas on how grant money would be spent for 
marketing or programming? 

Devin No comments 

Heather BAC funds will be spent on increased marketing and adding to the cash buffer for the organization 
(currently over $50,000 given most recent FY income). 

Alan diversity the client base - what makes up the diversified client base market? 

Alice No comments 

Cindy I wonder what kind of impact this grant can have for an organization with a budget of over $2M. 
The budget section of the application seemed a bit lacking in detail. I might have felt better about 
this grant as a capacity builder for CMF/CMA if I understood their budget better. 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen A grant to CMF and CMA would contribute most notably to two community priorities: (1) Create a 
supportive environment for artists and creative professionals and (2) Amplify the vibrancy of 
Boulder’s cultural destinations. CMF in particular has enhanced Boulder's creative identity and 
draw as a cultural destination with guest artists and orchestral performers of the highest quality, 
attracting audience members from 45 states and three foreign countries. 

Devin Are pop-up concerts randomly performed throughout city locations? 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly stated 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Progress toward CMF and CMA's goals would be measured using the metrics of (1) CMF tickets 
sales (2) CMA enrollment and (3) client feedback. They also seek feedback from the annual CMA 
student survey and a marketing survey that is distributed to CMF ticket-buyers. Would outcomes 
and/or evaluations be enhanced by receipt of a BAC grant, and if so, how? 
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Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan if diversifying the client base is part of the capacity building, what are those target markets and 
how do you expand reach to them so as to cultivate excellence? 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen  

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan artistically excellent 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Museum of Boulder 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 27.38 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Does the strategic plan specifically describe your role in the arts in Boulder? How would you define 
that role? What was the nature of your collaboration with HOVAB? Will it be a model for 
collaborating with other groups? 

Tamil Scores is in comparison with other applications. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen A BAC grant would increase the Museum of Boulder's sustainability by providing a reliable source of 
general operating funds during a critical time in the evolution of the organization, allowing 
innovation and growth, and better serving the community as the museum moves to its new 
location downtown. It would also allow expanding the staff, which has been reduced during a 
period of fundraising and construction. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Capacity-building: Clarifying: will BAC funds be spent toward on staff time for the Operations 
Manager? And how are you addressing recent operational budget deficits, noting that deficits are 
also projected for this year and your next three fiscal years? 

Alan general operating revenue stability 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Recused 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia What will make the museum be THE Boulder cultural destination over other arts and culture 
destinations? How will the museum specifically serve the arts community? What are the resources 
in your collections that could be used to amplify the understanding of the arts in Boulder? Will 
there be art exhibits in the museum on a scheduled basis? What makes the museum "a key 
stakeholder in the success of the Boulder Community Cultural Plan?" 

Tamil Aligned with Community Priorities. Any way it could engage in more areas of the Community 
Cultural Plan. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen The museum's Boulder Experience Gallery (BEG) will provide interactive experiences for visitors to 
explore the breadth of the innovation that has come out of Boulder and its impact on the world, 
showcasing Boulder’s creative identity and innovative nature. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly stated 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Recused 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia What will be the most significant outcome of your evaluations? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Success will be measured by the number of museum visitors, a projected 20,000-25,000 between 
April and December 2018. Programs will be evaluated based on program number, attendance, and 
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audience feedback from online and traditional surveys. Community partnerships and collaborative 
programs will also be evaluated by the number of collaborations, attendance, and audience 
feedback. Community partnerships and collaborative programs will also be evaluated by the 
number of collaborations, attendance, and audience feedback. The number of individual and family 
memberships, projected to increase 25% in 2018, also will be used in evaluating progress toward 
the museum goals. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the outcome is very clear 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Recused 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia How will the museum determine the artistic quality of art programs in the museum? Is there a plan 
for incorporating art exhibits in the programming? Who will curate the exhibits? What themes 
might be presented? What will be your relationship with Open Studios? And other collaborators? 
Will you be part of the curation or development of the performance programming? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark I am giving Museum of Boulder this score as "Curatorial Excellence" 

Kathleen It's not clear whether or how professional artists will be involved in the museum, other than by 
displaying their art (as in the Open Studios exhibit). Artistic excellence for the museum likely will 
focus on its curatorial approach in programming, and how audiences, peers, or critics respond to 
programming. How do you plan to include professional artists in preparing and presenting 
exhibits/programming? 

Devin No comments 

Heather Artistic collaborations are strong. No evaluation attachments address museum's excellence among 
its peers (which may be difficult to assess until the new facility opens, I understand). 

Alan this label is a misnomer for more of a humanities based project like the museum. unlike programs, 
the museum is trying to get open. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Recused 

 


